
Terrebonne Indoor Soccer Stadium, Terrebonne, QC 

Complexes Sportifs Terrebonne, a non-profit organization, makes
accessing sports for Terrebonne residents. We welcome sports
associations of the city and region so that everyone can take advantage of
the best recreational and sporting services in the province

HX-5: Variable Angle Speakers 
FB-120: Subwoofer 
CS-304: Wide-Range Paging Speaker 
9000 Series: Mixer 
ZM: Paging Module 
DA-250: Multi-Channel Amplifier 

The Indoor Soccer Stadium in Terrebonne, Quebec needed a Public Address and Paging System for its facility.

TOA needed to ensure that the entire facility is covered by the newly designed PA system. The Terrebonne Indoor
Soccer Stadium is divided into multiple paging zones covering the base of the building plus all of the public areas.  

Products Used 

Purpose 

Challenge 

Installation Profile 



TOA products were specified for the facility. Covering the soccer field are large clusters of HX-5 Variable Angle
Speakers complimented with TOA's FB-120 Subwoofer. The spectator areas, including the bleachers have sound
provided by TOA's CS-304 - Wide-Range Paging Speaker, which are ideal for indoor and outdoor commercial
sound systems, including voice paging, background music and tone signaling distribution. TOA's 9000 Series
Mixer complete with ZM Paging Module and TOA's DA-250 Multi-Channel Amplifier, facilitate the paging for the
facility. 

The facility manager, who manages many similar types of facilities, is excited about Terrebonne's new Paging
and Public Address system. It is the best sounding and the most user-friendly system installed in any of the
facilities that he manages.

TOA Corporation was founded in Kobe, Japan over 80 years ago. TOA operates in over 100 countries worldwide, with manufacturing
facilities found in nearly every major market area. These facilities have a reputation for precision design and fabrication, resulting in a
proven track record of TOA product reliability.  
 
TOA Canada Corporation was formed in 1990 as a complete sound solutions provider, specializing in commercial audio, including,
public address, voice communications, voice evacuation and emergency paging requirements. TOA Canada offers complete solutions
for all corporate and commercial audio communications and intercom security requirements.
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